1. Site Considerations
   a. Need to narrow down to two or three sites
   b. Renovation considerations (yellow)
      i. Union building
      ii. International building (students preferred this location of all renovation considerations)
      iii. Campbell Hall (students did not like the location)
      iv. Student services
   c. New build considerations (green)
      i. Farm Lane left of Natural Science
      ii. Admin Loop
      iii. NE corner of Shaw Lane and Farm Lane
   d. Master Plan looks to push parking to perimeter of campus to move around campus through other modes of transportation – helps with pedestrian movement as well
   e. Parking structures are extremely expensive
   f. Sites 6, 4 and 7 are unanimously the most preferred spaces
   g. Vennie will review with the senior leaders on the preferred sites.
   h. Lisa and Brian to work with HAA on the preferred sites
   i. Dan mentioned that renovations are more appealing from a sustainability perspective and the reduced use of space on campus continuing into the future

2. Schedule
a. Shift everything back a week  
   b. Move the community engagement update to January 28  
   c. Deliverables on March 1  
3. Planning committee  
   a. Ask for more input and involvement